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IN THE VNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE EASTERN DISTRICT OF NE\V YORK
)
)
)
)
)
)

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
Plaintiff,

v.
CHRISTIAN
a corporation,

BROS. CONTRACTING
CORP.,
and JASON VALE, an individual,
Defendants.

Defendants
Honorable

by and through
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)
)
)
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*

their undersigned

Answering

but dt'n)' the remainder

paragraph

One defendants

ttthis

of said allegations.
Two.

3.

Defendants

admit the allegations of paragraph

Three.

4.

Answering

the allegations

Contracting

Corporation

in paragraph

Four defendants

is a New York Corporation

admit that Christian

doing business

within the

of this Court.

5.

Answering
Brothers

6.
and distributed
amygdalin,

represent

admit that this action is for an injunction

admit the allegations of paragraph

of Christian

ENTERED

D

Defendants

jurisdiction

'*

I

2.

Brothers

DEC 1 4 \999

counsel, respetfUllY

Court as follows:

1.

pal-agraph

Five defendants

'with authority

for operations

AnS"Iwring paragraph

Six defendants

in interstate

commerce

but deny the remainder

various

admit that Jason

Vale has acted as President

of the finn.

admit that the)' have receind,
products

of the allegations

~
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made

thereof.

from

packed, held,

or containing

so-called

.,

amygdalin

products

Answering paragraph &>nn defendants deny that defendants'
specificaDy note that am)'gdalin

7.

received, hold, or distributed hav'e b«'n or arr drugs,
distributed

they haH

classified a nutritional

Defendants

is not vcr-sr a drug ami in certain UnHed States jurisdictions
supplement

and conforms to applicable law.

8.

Defendants

9.

Answering the allegations of paragraph

products have been

legally conform "ith

den~' the allegations

unapproved

is legally

of paragraph

Eight.

Nine defendants

amygdalin
deny that their

new drugs and notes that in certain United Statrs jurisdictions

applicable law.

10.

Defendants

deny the allegations

of paragraph

Ten.

11.

Def(>ndants deny the allegations

of paragraph

Eleven.

12.

Defendants

deny the allegations of paragraph

Twelve.

13.

Defendants

deny the allegations

of paragraph

TWrteen.

14.

Defendants

deny the allegations

of paragraph

Fourteen.

15.

Defendants

deny the allegations

of paragraph

Fifteen.

16.

Answering

paragraph

Sixteen defendants

have 110knowledge

of the allegations

thHeof sufficient to form a belief, and therefore
17.

Answering paragraph

deny the same.
defendants
have no knowledge of the allegations
Seventeen

thereof sufficient to fonn a belief, and therefore
18.

Answering paragraph

deny the sanle.

Eighteen defendants

thereof sufficient to form a belief, and therefore

have no knowledge of the. allegations

deny the sam('.
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19.
meriting

Further

any injunction

angwering

said Complaint

defendants

and pray that said Complaint

dt'ny that legal violations

exist

be dismissed.

Respectfully

submitted,

/J
Brian1~

~

Attorne)' for Defendants
374 Hillside Avenue
Williston Park, New York
516/248-1200
Attorney No. 8646

11596
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Kirkpatri
W. Dilling
DILLING AND DILLING
1120 Lee Road
Norilibrook, Illinois 60062
312/236-8417
Of cOW1sel
Attorney Illinois No. 90239
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